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Every so often, a subatomic particle crashes
into Earth’s atmosphere packing as much
energy as a large hailstone. Physicists have
struggled for decades to determine where
such ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays come
from, what they consist of, and how they are
accelerated to energies 100 million times
greater than particle accelerators have
reached. Now answers may be in sight. Ultra-
high-energy cosmic rays appear to come from
the neighborhoods of certain nearby churning
galaxies, physicists working with the gigantic
Pierre Auger Observatory in western
Argentina report on page 938. The finding
marks a first big step toward explaining the
mysterious particles, others say.

“This is of the greatest importance,” says
Veniamin Berezinsky, a theorist at Gran
Sasso National Laboratory in Assergi, Italy.
“If it is correct, it solves one part of this puz-
zle completely.” Alan Watson, an astro-
physicist at the University of Leeds in the
U.K. and spokesperson for the 300-member
Auger collaboration, says, “For myself, it’s
deeply satisfying to have gotten to the
beginning of the end of this whole riddle.”

To trace the cosmic rays, the Auger team
employed a detector array larger than Tokyo.
When a cosmic ray hits the atmosphere, it
triggers an avalanche of particles tens of kilo-
meters long called an extensive air shower. By
sampling the shower with detectors on the
ground, physicists can determine its direction
and, hence, the direction of the cosmic ray.
The shower also causes nitrogen molecules in
the air to fluoresce, so on moonless nights,
special telescopes can see the showers.
Because the highest energy cosmic rays arrive
at a rate of less than one per square kilometer
per century, the Auger team has carpeted
3000 square kilometers of Argentina’s Pampa
Amarilla with more than 1300 detectors and
deployed four batteries of telescopes.

Physicists measure the energy of the high-
est energy rays in exa–electron volts (EeV).
The Auger team finds that rays with energies
higher than 57 EeV—of which they see 27—
generally come from directions within 3° of
“active galactic nuclei” (AGNs) that lie within
roughly 250 million light-years of Earth.
That’s close enough that the particles aren’t
sapped of their energy by interactions with the

afterglow of the big bang, the cosmic
microwave background. AGNs are thought to
be supermassive black holes at the hearts of
galaxies that are slurping up matter and spew-
ing radiation. The cosmic rays do not point
precisely to the AGNs; presumably, our
galaxy’s magnetic field deflects them in tran-
sit. Details of the analysis suggest that the cos-
mic rays are protons.

The results don’t prove AGNs are sources
of the rays. “Anything else that’s distributed on
the sky in the same way as AGNs could be the
source,” Watson says. For example, galaxies
tend to clump, so some other sort of galaxy
might be the culprit. James Cronin, a particle
physicist at the University of Chicago in Illi-
nois and co-founder of the project, says the
key point is that cosmic rays do not arrive in
equal numbers from all directions. Such
“anisotropy” suggests that researchers are
finally on the trail of the rays’origins and gives
scientists a new way to view the heavens,
Cronin says: “It’s the beginning of an astron-
omy of cosmic rays at the highest energies.”

Others had claimed to trace the origins of
the highest energy rays before. In 2001, theo-
rists Peter Tinyakov and Igor Tkachev of the
Russian Academy of Sciences in Moscow
analyzed data from Japan’s Akeno Giant Air
Shower Array (AGASA), a 100-square-
kilometer array outside Tokyo that took data
from 1993 to 2004. The highest energy rays
appeared to come from objects called
BL Lacs, galaxies with jets of matter and
energy shooting out of them directly at Earth,
they reported. That claim was disputed by
researchers working with Hi-Res, twin
batteries of fluorescence telescopes located
in Dugway, Utah, that took data from 1997 to
2006. Last year, Hi-Res researchers argued
that there was no correlation in either
AGASA’s data or their own but that there was
correlation in their data if they included
another subtype of BL Lac.

These claims suffered from a key weak-
ness, says Todor Stanev, a theorist at the Uni-
versity of Delaware, Newark. The sky is full of
possible sources, so by selecting the sources in
just the right way, researchers can inadver-
tently manufacture a specious correlation, he
says. The only way to guard against that is to
test the claimed correlation in a new data set.
That’s what the Auger team did. First,
researchers searched data collected from
1 January 2004 to 26 May 2006 to find a

Universe’s Highest-Energy Particles
Traced Back to Other Galaxies
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Particularly impressive. An ultrahigh-
energy proton triggers a cascade of particles
in this simulation of the Auger array.
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Radboud Universiteit, Nijmegen	


The Many Mysteries of ���
Cosmic Rays	




Questions…	


•  What are cosmic rays?���

•  Where do they come from?���

	
 	
[ intermission? ]���

•  How can we detect cosmic rays?���

•  Where do we go from here?	




A bit of history	


around 1900: scientists find mysterious background	

radiation (perhaps from the ground?)	


1912: Victor Hess launches balloon — amount of	

radiation increases with height	


“… best explained by the assumption that a radiation of 	

 very great penetrating power enters our atmosphere 	

 from above”	




What we know now…	


•  Cosmic “rays” are really charged 
particles from outer space	

–  mostly protons, but also heavy 

nuclei… 	


•  They hit the Earth from all 
directions in the sky, all the time	


•  Some are the highest energy 
particles known in the Universe	




What we don’t know…	


•  Cosmic “rays” are really charged 
particles from outer space	

–  mostly protons, but also heavy 

nuclei… 	


•  They hit the Earth from all 
directions in the sky, all the time	


•  Some are the highest energy 
particles known in the Universe	


ALL of them?   What about at	

the highest energies?	


But where did they start?	


How does Nature accelerate	

a particle to such high energies?	




Why study them?	


•  Might come from violent, interesting objects!	


•  Particle physics	

–  1933: discovery of antimatter	

–  1937: discovery of the muon	

	
…	


–  2008: hints of dark matter?	

–  2009+: testing Einstein’s theory of relativity	


•  2010+: Charged particle astronomy	


Tycho’s supernova remnant	

(from SN 1572, in Cassiopeia)	




Cosmic Ray Air Showers	


•  Earth’s atmosphere is our shield	


•  Chain reaction of particles	

–  proton + air = pions (often)	

–  “shower” of photons, electrons, positrons, 

muons, etc. 	

–  develops and hits ground in ~50 microseconds	


•  Detect particles that reach the ground	

–  or look for flashes in the sky	




Air Shower Computer Simulation	




Energy Spectrum	


“Ankle”: ���
1 particle per km2 per year	


Cosmic Ray Energy	
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“Knee”: ���
1 particle per m2 per year	


1 particle per m2 	

per second	




Energy Spectrum	


Cosmic Ray Energy	
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Ultra-high energy	

cosmic rays:	


1000x LHC energy	

but very rare	

(new particle physics?)	


(P. S. why man-made	

 particle colliders won’t 	

 destroy Earth)	


LHC	




Cosmic Ray Sources	


•  Main problem: magnetic fields 
scramble cosmic ray direction	


•  May spiral around for a million 
years before hitting Earth	




One Galactic Possibility	


•  Enough supernovae (1 per ~50 
years) to balance the energy 
budget	


•  Acceleration in shock wave 
(SNRs), not original explosion	




Some SNRs	


Crab nebula (M1)	

Hubble, false color	


Veil nebula 	

(NGC6992, etc.)	

optical	


Tycho (SN1572 / B Cas)	

X-ray / infrared	


Cassiopeia A	

X-ray / optical / infrared	




Experimental Status	


•  X-ray images show 
emission from high-energy 
particles in shocks	


•  Need independent 
confirmation by gamma 
ray and neutrino 
telescopes (no bending!)	


•  But only explains energies 
up to the “knee” (what 
about higher energies?)	


Chandra X-ray view of Crab core	




Ultra-high Energy Cosmic Rays	


•  Galactic magnetic fields 
too weak to hold them	


•  No known galactic 
sources can reach 
anywhere near 1020 eV	


•  Probably come from 
outside our Galaxy	


?	  



Nature’s Accelerators	


•  Rotating compact object 
(neutron star or black hole)	


•  Powers jets along spin axis via 
complex magnetic field	


•  Is there a REALLY BIG 
version?	






Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)	

•  Essentially all galaxies 

(including ours) house a 
supermassive black hole 
(106 to 1010 solar masses)	


•  Some are in an active 
phase (AGN)	


•  Shocks in jets: cosmic ray 
acceleration?	






M87	
 Centaurus A ���
(NGC 5128)	




March 19, 2008	


•  Light from an explosion 
nearly 8 billion years ago	


•  Visible with naked eye for 
30 seconds in Boötes���
(most distant object ever)	


•  Spectacular example of a 
gamma ray burst ���
(GRB 080319B)	




GRB Animation	

•  Massive star (e.g. 

Wolf-Rayet) goes 
“hypernova”	


•  Inner core 
collapses to a black 
hole	


•  Jets bore through 
outer layers of star	


•  We see it if jet is 
pointed at us	




 Other UHECR Sources	


•  AGN and GRBs: only 
known objects producing 
remotely enough energy	


•  Exotic ideas: decay of 
topological defects left 
over from Big Bang	


•  Something we haven’t 
thought of?	




GZK Cutoff	


•  Very high energy protons should react with 
glow from Big Bang (cosmic microwave 
background) ���

p + γ  Δ+   (then decay)	


•  Expect spectrum to “cut off” above a certain 
energy (Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin)	


•  If no cutoff:	

–  sources are really close?	

–  cosmic rays are not protons?	

–  Einstein’s theory of special relativity is wrong (?!)	
???	  



Situation in 2005	


Cutoff?  No cutoff?	

What’s going on?!	


Let’s talk about detectors…	
ankle	




A Bit of Particle Physics	


p + N  π+ + fragments	


π+  μ+ + νμ  	


μ+  e+ + νe + νμ  	


e± + γ  e± + γ  	


γ + γ  e+ + e-   	

EM shower:	

   bremstrahlung	

   pair creation	

   pair annihilation	
 e+ + e-  γ + γ  	


muon decay	


pion decay	


One example	




Hybrid Air Shower Detector	


•  Detect charged particles reaching 
ground with special water tanks	


•  See flash of light along track from 
fluorescence of air (if it’s dark!)	


•  Each gives information about the 
cosmic ray (energy, particle type, etc.)	


•  Need huge area for highest-energy 
cosmic rays (or be really patient)	




Water Cherenkov Tanks	


•  Charged particle moving faster 
than speed of light in water (or 
any transparent medium): 
Cherenkov light	


•  Detect light inside tank with 
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs)	


•  Tank records signals along with 
an accurate time (from GPS)	




Fluorescence Telescopes	


•  Air shower energy excites 
air molecules: fluorescence 
light	


•  Detect flash / track with 
array of small PMTs	


•  Must be dark, clear 	




The Pierre Auger Detector	




Example Cosmic Ray Event	




Auger Energy Spectrum (2009)	


•  “Break” in spectrum is where 
expected from GZK cutoff	


•  Statistics are not great���
(need more data)	


•  Future: shape of cutoff can tell us 
about distance of sources	




Auger UHECR Directions	


•  At very high energies, 
magnetic fields only bend 
protons by a few degrees	


•  Can point back to source?	


•  Cosmic rays closer to one 
type of object than some 
other type (correlation)?	




UHECR Skymap (2007)	


•  38 highest-energy events 
(circles) seem to come from 
AGN (red dots)!	


•  Clump near Centaurus A (white 
dot)?	


•  BUT…	

–  events since 2007 don’t seem 

to correlate as well with AGN���

AND	


–  events don’t look like protons 
(curve more!)	


•  Need more data	




Satellites (or Balloons)	

•  In space, can detect the 

primary cosmic ray 
(instead of air shower) ���

BUT	


•  Spacecraft can only be 
around 1 m2 ���

AND	


•  Balloon flights are short	




PAMELA Spacecraft	


One mission: measure percentage of ���
antimatter in the cosmic rays	


2008: extra antimatter from 	

      dark matter annihilation?!?	

Or just nearby pulsars?  Stay tuned… 	




The Future: Radio Detection	


•  Electrons, positrons in air 
shower curve in Earth’s 
magnetic field: emit radio 
pulse (geosynchrotron)	


•  Idea: detect cosmic ray air 
showers with radio antennas	


•  Complements other 
detection methods	




Prototype Station	


antenna	  

solar	  panels	  

electronics	  

An	  air	  shower	  pulse!	  

(also	  radio	  sta5ons,	  TV	  sta5ons,	  	  
	  cars,	  power	  lines…)	  



AERA	


•  Auger Engineering 
Radio Array	


•  ~40 scientists from 
Netherlands, 
Germany, and France	


•  Start construction in 
Argentina in early 
2010	


found to be within a factor of two or better. Presently, the predictions for the radio-detector
array are at this level of precision. Further cross checks on the predicted results have been
made by other means of parameterizations using, e.g., world data on radio measurements.

While we are using RDAS for answering the design questions of the proposed radio detector
array, a task force is integrating the radio software into the Auger Offline framework (see section
7). With this effort it will be possible to simulate and reconstruct all three detector systems,
surface detector, fluorescence detector, and radio detector, within one framework, allowing for
cross checks and combination of complementary shower information.

5 Site layout

It is proposed to set up the radio antenna array at the site of the AMIGA array. The situation
is outlined in Fig. 11. For reference, tank names of the surface array are indicated. The large
hexagon indicates the position of the AMIGA infill array (water-Cherenkov detectors) and the
smaller hexagon represents a possible infill to the infill array. These arrays are located in the
field of view of the HEAT fluorescence telescopes (the latter are just outside the left border of
Fig. 11). In the map the position of the CRS, an abandoned train station, a high voltage power
line, and a fence are indicated.

fence

power lin
e

fence

popo

train
station

CRSHEAT

Figure 11: Layout of the proposed antenna field.

Baseline parameters for the antenna array are about 150 antennas distributed over an area
of approximately 20 km2. It is assumed that the construction will be divided into three stages,
starting with about 22 antennas in a prototype cluster, followed by further 52 antennas, and
finally 85 antennas. In the map, the locations of the antennas are marked as red boxes. Boxes
without border correspond to stage 1, black borders to stage 2, and white borders to stage 3.
To record large event numbers over the whole energy domain (E > 1017.2 eV), the configuration
includes several antenna spacings. Regions with high antenna density should be to the left-hand
side of the area, close to the HEAT fluorescence telescopes.

Different layout scenarios have been investigated and detailed in Ref. [32]. The proposed

27

The Site

• ~20 km2

• ~150 antennas

• operation together with infill/HEAT/AMIGA

• three antenna spacings to cover efficiently 17.2 < lg E < 19.0

• three deployment stages (22 + 52 + 85 antennas)

• CRS: central container for DAQ & workshop; solar power2



Next-generation Radio Telescopes	




Square Kilometer Array	




An Analogy with Gamma Ray Astronomy	


Fermi	  (2008)	  

OSO-‐3	  (1968)	  



Charged Particle Astronomy	


Auger	  (2007)	  

The	  future?	  ???	  



Summary	

•  Still many unanswered questions about cosmic rays	


–  May come from SNRs and AGN… not sure	

–  Many are protons, but at high energies…?���

•  Large air shower detectors like Auger continue taking 
data	

–  We should know a lot more in a few years	


•  New experimental techniques like radio air shower 
detection in development	


•  The beginning of a new type of astronomy!	




Thank you!	


SN 1006 remnant (in Lupus)	



